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ABSTRACT
Data preparation—the process of discovering, integrating, transforming, cleaning, and annotating data—is one of the oldest, hardest, yet inevitable data management problems. Unfortunately, data preparation is known to be iterative, requires high human cost, and is error-prone. Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) have shown very promising results on many data preparation tasks. At a high level, AI for data preparation (AI4DP) should have the following abilities. First, the AI model should capture real-world knowledge so as to solve various tasks. Second, it is important to easily adapt to new datasets/tasks. Third, data preparation is a complicated pipeline with many operations, which results in a large number of candidates to select the optimum, and thus it is crucial to effectively and efficiently explore the large space of possible pipelines. In this tutorial, we will cover three important topics to address the above issues: demystifying foundation models to inject knowledge for data preparation, tuning and adapting pre-trained language models for data preparation, and orchestrating data preparation pipelines for different downstream applications.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Computing methodologies → Machine learning: Artificial intelligence;  
- Information systems → Data cleaning: Information integration.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An oft-cited statistic [11, 21] is that data scientists spend at least 80% of their time on data preparation, including discovering data sets from a large data repository such as data warehouses and data lakes [30, 31, 59, 61], cleaning the data set by correcting erroneous values or imputing missing values [1, 8, 9, 20], integrating the discovered data sets from multiple sources into a single and unified data set, enriching a data set with other data sets [25, 26, 56], understanding the data set through exploration and visualization [51–54, 65–67], selecting appropriate features among all features [10, 83] and conducting some transformations [15, 49], transforming the data into a uniform representation [22, 36, 39], and labeling raw data into a form suitable for machine learning [27, 46].

Despite decades of efforts from both academia [71] and industries [19, 89], data preparation is still one of the most time consuming and least enjoyable work of data scientists. For all data science applications, data preparation plays an important role so as to fully unlock the value of big data.

Traditionally, it requires to manually orchestrate these data preparation operations, each of which usually takes the lion’s share of time and efforts of experts to achieve high-quality results. Recently, to alleviate this issue, artificial intelligence (AI) powered data preparation, especially using deep learning models [77], has shown promising results that significantly improve the performance of many data preparation tasks. We believe that AI will bring unique opportunities for data preparation. However, AI for data preparation (or AI4DP for short) faces the following challenges.

(C1) Incorporating real-world knowledge: AI4DP needs to capture the real-world knowledge through learning from large corpora.

(C2) Adapting to new datasets/tasks: when new datasets/tasks with different distributions come, AI4DP should quickly adjust to them, rather than learning from scratch.

(C3) Exploring large search space: data preparation corresponds to a complex pipeline, which results in a large number of candidate solutions, and thus it is necessary to quickly prune ineffective pipelines and find the optimal one.

In this tutorial, we choose three important topics, which are extensively studied to address the above challenges and lead to better solutions for many data preparation tasks, as shown in Figure 1. First, through learning from very large corpus, foundation models are injected with plenty of knowledge such that they can be directly applied to various tasks without much fine-tuning. Second, when it comes to new data/tasks, we can fine-tune the pre-trained language models (PLMs), which are pre-trained with large corpus, with task-specific labeled examples. Third, we investigate how to use trial-and-error strategies to explore the large space of data preparation pipelines. Next, we provide an overview of these three research topics of AI4DP.

Foundation Models. Foundation models [5] (e.g., OpenAI’s GPT-3 [7], AI21 lab’s Jurassic-1 [70], NVIDIA’s NeMo [42]) are giant language models trained on broad data and considered to have world knowledge, such that these foundation models can be used
for many downstream applications. These foundation models have widespread deployment, such that users can access these foundation models via standard APIs. In particular, users have choices of either zero-shot learning (i.e., no example) or few-shot learning (i.e., with few examples); and users can write different textual prompts.

We will introduce how these foundation models work for different data preparation problems, such as data cleaning and entity resolution [58]. We will demonstrate using GPT-3 hosted on Microsoft Azure for various data preparation tasks. Based on these analysis and examples, we will discuss the opportunities and limitations of foundation models.

Next, we will discuss some recent architectures that address the limitations of foundation models. Jurassic-X [40], AI2 Labs’ MRKL (pronounced “miracle”) system implementation, employs a modular and neuro-symbolic architecture that routes a natural language query to a module that can best respond to the input, where a module could be a language model, a math calculator, a currency converter, or an API call to a database. Retro [6], a system from Google DeepMind, improves language models by retrieving from trillions of tokens, where these tokens are explicit document chunks not knowledge implicitly embedded in foundation models.

Symphony [14] is along the same line of Jurassic-X and Retro but is highly customized to answer natural language queries over multi-modal data lakes.

**Fine-tuning PLMs.** Recently, PLMs have attracted significant attentions due to the good performance on various natural language processing (NLP) tasks. Typically, they are constructed by deep neural networks associated with multiple transformer layers such as BERT [24], BART [45], RoBERTa [50], and T5 [68], which are trained over extremely large corpora like Wikipedia. To train such models, self-training is always applied to mask some tokens or sentences and predict them considering the semantics of context in an unsupervised manner. Different from foundation models that can be directly used via APIs, we always have to fine-tune the pre-trained language models customized to specific tasks.

In this tutorial, we will cover various topics of data preparation such as blocking, entity matching, scheme matching that are well solved by fine-tuning PLMs. To be specific, we first introduce how to leverage word embeddings obtained from PLMs to solve the problem of blocking, entity matching and schema matching. The key idea is to learn a good representation for each entity based on the word embeddings such that the more similar a pair of entities are, the more likely they are matching. However, purely relying on word embeddings requires a large amount of training examples, which are often expensive to obtain. Therefore, we will next introduce how to regard transformer-based PLMs as pre-training, and fine-tune data preparation tasks with a relatively small number of training examples. Besides, based on the PLMs, we can also well handle the domain shift between different data preparation tasks, which is a common case in practice (e.g., entity matching tasks of the paper domain and restaurant domain). In this way, the task of one domain can be well adapted to another one by using just a small number of tuples. Finally, we will introduce how to utilize the PLMs to uniformly support data matching tasks like entity matching, schema matching, entity linking, ontology matching, etc.

**Data preparation pipeline orchestration.** In practice, the process of data preparation is typically composed of a series of steps, such as data transformation, data cleaning and feature engineering, which naturally form a *data preparation pipeline*. These data preparation pipelines are indispensable to a wide range of tasks, such as machine learning (ML) and exploratory data analysis (EDA), as they turn raw data into a format that is ready for downstream tasks. However, orchestrating a good data preparation pipeline is highly challenging for data scientists, not only because they have to explore a large and complex search space, but also because the performance of each pipeline is domain-specific, or even dataset-specific. To address the challenge, many approaches have been proposed to support data preparation pipeline orchestration.

In this tutorial, we will provide a taxonomy that categorizes the existing approaches into *manual pipeline orchestration*, *automatic pipeline generation* and *human-in-the-loop pipeline generation*. For manual pipeline orchestration, we will provide a statistical analysis of real-world pipelines, which are either from public platforms or enterprises. For automatic pipeline generation, we will discuss how to apply learning-based approaches, such as Bayesian optimization and meta-learning, genetic programming and reinforcement learning algorithms, to explore the search space to find optimized pipelines. Finally, we will introduce human-in-the-loop pipeline generation that attempts to provide a dedicate balance between human control and automation.

**Open Problems.** At the end of each topic discussed above, we will dedicate 5 minutes to open problems, paying particular attention to the data problems that are largely not tackled but should be solved in the research of AI for data preparation.

## 2 TARGET AUDIENCE AND LENGTH

**Target Audience.** The intended audience include SIGMOD attendees from both research and industry communities that are interested in either existing tools/techniques on AHDP or promising research directions on AHDP. We will not require any prior background knowledge in database or machine learning domain. The tutorial will be self-contained, and we will include a broad introduction and motivating examples for non-specialists to follow.

**Length.** The intended length of this tutorial is 1.5 hours. Each of the three topics will take 30 minutes.

## 3 TUTORIAL OUTLINE

We start with a brief overview of this tutorial, to give the audience a clear outline and talk goals. Within each topic, we will first give...
a crash course of(5,11),(990,994) used models, followed by their applications in different data preparation tasks. At the end of each topic, we will provide research challenges and open problems.

### 3.1 Foundation Models for Data Preparation

Recently, foundation models have attracted much attention because it has learned extensive knowledge that can benefit various downstream tasks without tuning much. Currently, foundation models have shown to be powerful in natural language processing tasks [7], and thus it is promising to explore whether they can benefit data preparation tasks. Therefore, in this tutorial, we will first generally introduce the foundation models, followed by how they can be leveraged to solve data preparation tasks and the limitations.

1. **Foundation Models:** We will start by introducing basic concepts of foundation models, using running examples with GPT-3 [7].
   - Summary and sample applications of foundation models, including various NLP tasks, healthcare, education, biomedicine, etc.
   - Zero-shot vs. few-shot for foundation models, which means that foundation models can be applied on various tasks with no or very few labels.
   - Fine-tuning foundation models, but it typically requires fewer labeled samples to achieve well-performed results.

**Take-away:** attendees will be familiar with foundation models, including their architectures, typical applications, and different optimization techniques.

2. **Foundation Models for Data Preparation:** Given the basic concept, we will then discuss two typical data preparation tasks using GPT-3, data cleaning and entity matching [58, 75].
   - GPT-3 for data cleaning: we will discuss the effects of different prompts i.e., zero-shot vs. few-shot learning to solve the data cleaning task. Zero-shot uses the task description and example as prompt, and few-shot adds demonstrations of how to conduct the task.
   - GPT-3 for entity matching: similar to data cleaning, foundation models can also be applied to solve entity matching tasks, i.e., answering Yes/No for a pair of entities almost purely relying on the models without training.
   - Limitation of foundation models.

**Take-away:** attendees will learn how to use foundation models for data cleaning and entity resolution, and understand their limitations such as lack of access to current information, lack of access to proprietary information sources, and lack of reasoning.

3. **Lifting Limitations of Foundation Models:** We will provide concrete examples to show failure cases of GPT-3 and how recent architectures can tackle these problems.
   - Jurassic-X [40]: A modular, neuro-symbolic architecture. It adopts an extendable set of modules (both neural and symbolic), and a router that routes every incoming query input to a module that can best respond to the input.
   - Retro [6]: Retrieving from trillions of tokens. It enhances foundation models and language models by conditioning on data chunks retrieved from a large corpus, and then used the retrieved data to answer the given query.

**Take-away:** attendees will learn different solutions to tackle the inherent limitations of foundation models.

#### 3.2 PLMs for Data Preparation

In the field of NLP, although various deep neural networks like recurrent neural network (RNN) and convolutional neural network (CNN) have been widely applied to improve the performance. However, since the neural networks always have plenty of parameters and the datasets of most tasks are not large enough, the trained models are likely to overfit and fail to generalize well. To overcome this problem, PLMs are designed to learn universal representations on large corpus, so as to benefit the downstream tasks. In this tutorial, we will first introduce the basic concept of the PLMs, followed by how to use it to solve data preparation tasks.

1. **PLMs:** We will start by introducing basic concepts of PLMs, which can be generally classified into two categories.
   - The first-generation PLMs for non-contextual embeddings: they learn good embeddings without much considering
the downstream task, like Skip-Gram [55] and Glove [62], which are hard to capture high-level properties in context.  
- The second-generation PLMs for contextual embeddings: they aim to learn contextual embeddings, which still need to consider downstream tasks such as BERT [23], ELMo [63] and GPT-3 [7]. Unlike the first generation, the embedding of a word changes dynamically based on the context.  
- We will briefly introduce how to build the encoders of pre-trained models (convolutional models [41], recurrent models [38] or transformers [82]).  
- How to fine-tune downstream tasks using pre-trained models.  

Take-away: attendees will be familiar with pre-trained language models, their architectures, some typical pre-training tasks and how to tune them.  

(2) **Word Embeddings for Data Preparation**: We will then discuss how to leverage the pre-trained word embeddings (the first-generation PLMs) to achieve a good performance on data preparation tasks.  
- Entity matching: entities are represented by word embeddings of tokens [28, 57], which can be conducted by different encoders like RNN, attention-based models, etc.  
- Blocking is the inevitable step before entity matching to quickly prune the large number of entity pairs that are highly not to be matched. Word embeddings can be utilized to hash non-matching entities to different hash blocks [28].  
- Column type annotation [90] is to annotate the type (e.g., Name, Age, Company) of each attribute in the relational table, which considers the embeddings of both attributes and cell values.  

Take-away: attendees will learn how to leverage the word embeddings to capture the semantics of the tabular data, so as to improve the performance compared with traditional methods.  

(3) **Contextual embeddings for Data Preparation**: Although the pre-trained embeddings can improve the performance, large amount of training examples are necessary and the data scientist has to design complicated neural networks. Hence, recent studies (the second-generation pre-trained model) mainly leverage transformer-based models to generate highly contextualized embeddings based on fine-tuning over downstream tasks.  
- Entity matching: Ditto [47] regard entity matching as a sequence-pair classification problem using the transformer-based model. It also allows to inject domain knowledge to further improve the performance.  
- Blocking: DeepBlocker [76] uses fastText [4], a pre-trained character-level embedding to block entity pairs.  
- Column type annotation: Doduo [74] can be taken as a multi-task learning framework using pre-trained language models, so as to predict column types using a single model.  

Take-away: attendees will learn how to leverage the architecture of pre-trained models to conduct data preparation tasks. In this way, they can fine-tune these tasks with relatively small number of training examples without designing complex neural networks.  

(4) **Domain Adaptation**: Next, we will introduce domain adaptation that given a well-labeled source dataset, how to train a model for another target dataset by aligning features of both datasets based on the PLMs [79, 81]. Specifically, we will talk about three categories of adaptation methods using entity matching as an example.  
- Discrepancy-based methods measure the alignment loss by computing distribution discrepancy between source and target datasets.  
- Adversarial-based methods measure alignment loss by a domain classifier and generative adversarial networks.  
- Reconstruction-based methods fulfill alignment loss by introducing an auxiliary unsupervised reconstruction task.  

Take-away: attendees will learn how to leverage the out-of-distribution problem by domain adaptation.  

(5) **Unified Data Matching**: Furthermore, a recent study [80] has focused on how to leverage the PLMs to build a unified architecture to support common data matching tasks, like entity matching, entity linking, entity alignment, column type annotation, string matching, schema matching and ontology matching. The basic idea is to design a unified encoder for any pair of data to be matched, use a mixture-of-experts layer to align the matching semantics of various tasks and finally match the data.  

Take-away: attendees will learn how to address various data matching tasks using a single unified model.  

**Open Problems.** Finally, we will discuss some open problems about pre-trained language models for data preparation.  
- **Automatic domain knowledge injection.** Existing works [47, 76] have demonstrated that injecting domain knowledge can significantly improve the performance of PLMs for data preparation tasks. However, it heavily relies on human efforts to specify domain rules and customize model architecture. Therefore, an interesting research question is, can we automatically identify and collect domain knowledge in the wild and encode various types of domain knowledge by designing a model-agnostic interface?  
- **Data imputation.** Existing methods mainly investigate on tailoring pre-trained language models for supporting matching tasks (e.g., entity matching) in data preparation but ignore the others (e.g., data imputation). Can the contextual embeddings generated by PLMs benefit such tasks?  
- **Domain-adaptive data augmentation.** We always need labeled data to fine-tune the PLMs for specific data preparation tasks. However, the model performance will degrade due to the lack of high-quality labeled data or domain shift between the training and testing sets. Therefore, a natural question is: can we synthesize labeled data by considering the domain adaption problem?  

### 3.3 Orchestrating Data Preparation Pipelines

In previous sections, we discuss how to leverage sophisticated AI techniques to benefit each specific data preparation task, like entity matching, schema matching. However, real-world data preparation usually requires a series of steps, such as data wrangling.
(e.g., joining multiple tables), data cleaning (e.g., imputing missing values), and feature engineering (e.g., reducing dimensionality via PCA). Thus, data preparation pipelines (or pipelines for short) arose to formalize the workflow of multiple steps where data moves from one step to its subsequent steps. For example, Scikit-Learn [72], the well-known Python machine learning library, allows users to explicitly define pipelines to assemble several steps using “sklearn.pipeline”. On the other hand, data scientists can implicitly orchestrate pipelines by using functions from various toolkits or writing any functions based on their experiences.

Traditionally, the pipeline is always orchestrated by experts, which is time-consuming and hard to discover the optimal solution. In this tutorial, we will first highlight two main challenges for data scientists in orchestrating good data preparation pipelines.

• **Large and complex search space.** Even a simple pipeline is composed of several steps, where each step can be implemented by different algorithms (called operators in this tutorial). Moreover, there may be complex dependencies among operators. For example, the choices of missing value imputation may help some feature engineering operators, while harming others. Therefore, it is very challenging to explore such a large combinatorial space.

• **Domain- or even dataset-specific optimization.** The performance of a pipeline, or even each operator, heavily depends on the downstream tasks and distribution of underlying datasets. Therefore, there is no pipelines dominating others, and, given a new task, data scientists have to repeatedly evaluate different pipelines, which is time- and effort-consuming.

We will introduce some state-of-the-art frameworks and tools to generate data preparation pipeline with the help of AI, which can be broadly categorized into manual pipeline orchestration, automatic pipeline generation and human-in-the-loop pipeline generation.

(1) **Manual Pipeline Orchestration:** Traditionally, data scientists orchestrate pipelines manually based on their experiences. Thus, it is desirable to investigate human-generated pipelines, which will shed light on the pros and cons of manual pipeline orchestration. To this end, we will introduce some recent studies [44, 64, 85, 86] on analyzing real-world pipelines, which are extracted from either public platforms (e.g., Github and OpenML) or enterprises (e.g., Microsoft and Google). We will focus the following aspects.

• **Operator-level:** To understand what operations that data scientists commonly use for data preparation, we will provide a categorization of different operators, including data wrangling, data cleaning and feature transformation, and discuss the usages of the operators in real-world pipelines.

• **Pipeline-level:** We will analyze the pros and cons of human-generated pipelines. Pros: these pipelines are very flexible and can be easily injected with domain knowledge and user experiences. Cons: the human orchestrated pipelines may have “blind spots” as data scientists may not be aware of sophisticated and useful operators, such as PolynomialFeatures provided by Scikit-Learn [72], and they rarely try different combinations of operators to find the best one.

**Take-away:** attendees will be familiar with human-orchestrated pipelines, their course-grained and fine-grained statistical characteristics, and the advantages and limitations of these pipelines.

(2) **Automatic Pipeline Generation:** Recent advances in deep learning have boosted extensive research on automatic pipeline generation. The basic idea is to first define a combinatorial space of operators with different functionalities, and then apply deep learning techniques to judiciously explore the search space and find the optimized pipelines. Based on the applied deep learning methods, the existing approaches can be divided into three categories.

• **Bayesian optimization and meta-learning:** Some recent studies have extended Automated machine learning (AutoML) from hyper-parameter tuning and neural architecture search to an attempt of generating end-to-end pipelines. Auto-WEKA [78] utilizes Bayesian optimization, a well-adopted optimization technique in AutoML, to find optimized pipelines, which may be expensive to evaluate many pipelines. To address the problem, Auto-Sklearn [32, 33] and TensorBOE [88] further develop meta-learning approaches to first find promising pipelines that work well in “similar” datasets, and then use Bayesian optimization to perform fine-grained evaluation on the pipelines. The key technical challenge here is to develop a surrogate model to predict the performance of pipelines based on dataset characteristics and domain-specific tasks. Moreover, Alpine Meadow further proposes an exploitation-exploration strategy for effectively searching pipelines [73]. We will systematically compare the existing approaches in this tutorial.

• **Genetic programming:** TPOT [60] introduces a tree-based representation model of data preparation pipelines, and optimizes the pipelines using genetic programming. Specifically, given a new dataset, TPOT initially generates a number of random tree-based pipelines, and then uses the standard genetic programming algorithm [43] to find the pipelines that achieve high performance on the dataset.

• **Reinforcement learning:** As the previous approaches may incur high computational cost, some recent studies develop reinforcement learning solutions to balance quality and efficiency of pipeline generation [3, 29, 37]. The basic idea is to model pipeline generation as a Markov Decision Process, where an agent takes a current pipeline as state and performs an action of selecting an operator to update the pipeline. When a pipeline is generated, the agent will get a reward from the environment, based on which the agent updates its policy. We will introduce the detailed design of the existing reinforcement learning-based methods, such as Learn2Clean [5], Deepline [37], and ATENA [29].

**Take-away:** attendees will learn how to apply Bayesian optimization and meta-learning, genetic programming and reinforcement learning algorithms to generate data preparation pipelines, and understand the pros and cons of automatic pipeline generation.

(3) **Human-in-the-loop Pipeline Generation:** It is intuitive to combine human control and automation to orchestrate better pipelines that take advantages of both approaches.
Based on this idea, there are some recent studies that attempt to support human-in-the-loop pipeline generation.

- **Recommendation-based approaches:** One way to involve human is to recommend candidate pipelines that the users can choose from, and then updates the recommendation based on users’ feedback. DORIAN [69] adopts such an approach to suggest users relevant pipelines that are previously run on similar datasets and tasks. Auto-Suggest [87] employs deep learning models (e.g., RNN) to recommend the next data preparation operators, such as Join, Pivot, Groupby, and Relationalize JSON. Auto-Pipeline [89] extends Auto-Suggest to recommend full pipelines that transform input tables to a user-specified “target” table.

- **Combination-based approaches:** A recent study [13] introduces an approach HAIPipe that combines human-orchestrated and automatic-generated pipelines. The basic idea is not only to leverage real-world human-orchestrated pipelines to incorporate specific domain knowledge, but also to combine optimized automatic-generated pipelines to eliminate the blind spots of each other. Experiments on real-world data preparation pipelines (i.e., Jupyter notebooks from Kaggle) show HAIPipe can significantly improve the performance.

- **Program synthesis approaches:** Program synthesis with few-shot learning, such as OpenAI’s Codex [12] and GitHub’s Copilot [18], is a promising direction for human-in-the-loop pipeline generation. It utilizes large-scale language models (such as GPT-3) to learn from previous software documents and public code repositories, and can interact with users to suggest the next lines of code based on the context the users are working in. Moreover, the users have the flexibility of controlling the suggestion by writing natural language comments. In this tutorial, we will discuss the impressive performance of this approach, as well as their limitations on understanding the specific datasets.

*Take-away:* Attendees will understand that a data preparation task should be solved by a dedicated balance between human control and automation, and learn how the existing recommendation-based, combination-based and program synthesis approaches support human-in-the-loop pipeline generation.

*Open problems:* We have a key observation that human-orchestrated and automatic-generated pipelines are complementary. Specifically, human-orchestrated pipelines allow users to easily inject their domain knowledge, while automatic-generated pipelines are optimized by exploring a large search space. The observation suggests that it is promising to study the balance between human control and automation in data preparation pipeline orchestration, which will create some interesting open problems.

- **Search space refinement.** It is interesting to study how to utilize human guidance to not only constrain the search space of possible pipelines to avoid exhaustive search, but also to define operations that are specific to particular tasks.

- **Domain knowledge injection.** The contextual awareness, domain knowledge and experiences of human are important to data preparation, but they are not easy to be encoded in the pipeline orchestration process. Thus, an interesting problem is how to inject domain knowledge to automatic pipeline generation algorithms.

- **Smooth integration with AutoML.** The objective of AutoML is to automate the entire life cycle of machine learning. Although some AutoML methods consider data preparation pipeline generation, the proposed techniques are relatively simple. Thus, an open problem is how to smoothly integrate pipeline generation with other AutoML tasks, such as hyperparameter tuning and model selection.

### 4 RELATED TUTORIALS

Badaro and Papotti [2] gave a tutorial on Transformers for tabular data representation in VLDB 2022, which is more general purpose and can serve natural language inference, question answering, table retrieval, table metadata prediction, and data imputation. Conceptually, it has certain overlap with our second topic. However, we focus on more recent works that are not covered by their tutorial.

Li et al. [48] presented a tutorial on data augmentation for ML-driven data preparation and integration in VLDB 2022. Many solutions in this tutorial employ Transformer-based models. However, content-wise, the overlap with our tutorial is marginal.

Whang et al. [84] presented a tutorial on data collection and data quality for deep learning in VLDB 2020. They focus on how data management techniques (like data acquisition, data cleaning) can benefit deep learning, but our focus is how deep learning, especially pre-trained models can benefit data management tasks.

Xu et al. [16, 17] presented two tutorials in SIGMOD 2016 and VLDB 2016, mainly discussing qualitative data cleaning, without deep learning based solutions. Hence, readers who are interested in traditional data cleaning methods may refer to these tutorials.

In summary, our tutorial has marginal overlap with previous tutorials in major database conferences.
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